
Project 3: Task Management Web App

Modality: On Demand

Duration: 7 Days

About this course:

Arranging and managing software projects can get significantly trickier in the event that you get rid of
the systematic methodology that project management follows. Being a form of project management
itself, software project management is a bit different than taking care of and overseeing projects that
manage production, manufacturing or business.The software development process put resources
into separating the whole work to be done in stages that would contain various tasks and exercises,
so as to gain influence when it came to management and arranging. Coming from the software
development lifecycle (SDLC), a procedure that envelops planning, analysis, testing, deploying and
maintenance of systems and software, the software development process aims at systematically
experiencing the various phases of the SDLC to yield and maintain a product application.

While taking an online class, task management is an imperative part of the achievement. With
various classes, part-time or full day jobs, individual life and various commitments included,
administering productivity is quite troublesome the greater part of the occasions. Luckily, there is a
wide scope of online tools intended for task management on account of working alone or
collaborating with a team. 

Task management definition describes that as years passed and the number of tasks we do bit by bit
extended, we wound up expounding on paper on what we have to do on a particular day and on what
request. 

So as to make it helpful to monitor tasks, task management applications are structured. The task
management application is as straightforward as a product that makes us manage our step by step
plan for the day in a manner so capable that it would contain a wide scope of features, for instance,
for example, calendar, reminders, file sharing, assignee, deadlines, follow-ups, etc.

In this course, you will learn to make a task manager keeping in mind all the aspects of task
management in a project development lifecycle.

Course objectives:

The course objectives are:

       Explore task management tools to learn the flow
       Design a task management web app

Audience:

This course is intended for:
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       Web Developers
       Any individual who is keen on learning web development

Prerequisite:

       Familiarity with at least one of the programming languages
       Basic understanding of task management process

Course Outline:
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